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Abstract
Virus fighting are going to become a common and convenient means for human to will be survived. More-and-more Viruses are 

kept on arriving over the world, forcing human to increase the set of knowledge and using intelligent data to predict and decide more 
accurately and correctly. The availability of different new viruses increase the complexity of discovery as well as the selection process 
to overcome them. In this research we are sharing our results from data science to fight against the new generation of viruses. Our 
data consist of human body to observe calcium and etc.. At the end we try to offer the ways which human can fight with these viruses. 
By decreasing the probability of increasing human’s immunities body and some other useful ways. In addition Long and healthy life 
are going to become a common and convenient means for human to will be survived. More-and-more health problems are kept on 
arriving over the world, forcing human to increase the set of knowledge and using intelligent data to predict and decide more ac-
curately and correctly. The availability of different new health problems increase the complexity of discovery as well as the selection 
process to overcome them. In this research we are sharing our results from data science to fight against the new generation of health 
problems by using stem cells and at the end we try to offer the ways which human will be able to live longer and healthier. By using 
reliving stem cells in the body and also some other useful ways.
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Introduction

When the body starts fighting with viruses, if the body is not 
able to win, the immune system makes a substance called (Tumor 
Necrosis Factor) TNF. At the same time white blood cells produce 
Immunoglobin. At the first they produce IgM. By the CSR process 
IgM will be changed to IgG which its duty is to go and attach to anti-
gens such as viruses and by its transparent destroy viruses. By pro-
ducing more Immunoglobin the prothrombins convert to throm-
bins. More and more thrombins make the blood clot. More blood 
clot makes the hearth to bit more and more hearth bit produce 
BNP enzyme and more BNP makes lung problems, lung problems, 
make hearth bit more and more BNP, more lung problem again and 

again. More hearth bit makes less oxygen and more blood sugar, 
more blood sugar makes the blood clot more, again more hearth bit 
shown in figure 1. At the first attack of new generation of viruses 
(NGV) most of people died because of blood clot. The blood clot 
can make death by heart attack, brain attack, lung problems, and 
etc. in this condition any TNF inhibitor like Dexamethasone, which 
decreases the power of the immune system, helps the body to pro-
duce less thrombin so blood clot will be decreased. The number 
of death due to blood clot decreases by this solution. On the other 
hand by decreasing the power of immune system, we let other vi-
ruses be more active in the body. From this point, our story will be 
started. 
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Question why the body cannot defense properly? Our answer 
to this question is very easy, because the body is too weak and too 
lazy. Question why our body is too weak and too lazy to defense 
against the new generation of viruses? Answer, because we have 
made the human’s body lazy. Question how we have done it? When 
scientists started to find exact chemical substance from the plants. 
The story has begun since the scientists tried to eliminate plants, 
to cure illness. Instead they tried to find exact chemical substance 
inside the plants which is useful to cure the illnesses. For example 
they studied if someone has got problem with his bones. Doctors 
should write a prescription with calcium drugs. Afterwards these 
patients not only have not been cured but also felt more problems 
such as closure of their vanes, or some kind of bone shapes in 
wrong places in their body such as in their Benet of their foots or 
their hands with ace. Then after a lot of experiments they realized 
that the body needs vitamin D, to be able to absorb the calcium. So 
the Doctors this time in their prescriptions, when they ask their 
patients to take Calcium, they add vitamin D such that the body be 
able to observe the calcium. This understanding at least takes 10 to 
15 years. What happened in this period of time to human’s body? 
Because of wrong prescriptions their body became weaker; lazier. 
But the story did not finish here, another 10 years passed and intel-
ligent Doctors understood that vitamin D can cause kidney stones. 
What is the solution after making human’s body weaker; lazier 
than before, after experiments thinking writing papers, publica-
tions they understood that, they should give not only vitamin D but 
also Magnesium, such that the body can observe the calcium, and 
not making kidney stones, because of vitamin D. now after another 
ten years they will understand they should add another thing to 
this combination such that another problem does not take place 
in human’s body. Hence firstly if the doctors instead of investiga-
tion and experiments to solve the solved problems, it is better to 
think about the solution of new problems. One may ask but it is not 
solved problems, our answer is YES all of these problems have been 
solved by the Nature. If you are taking milk which has calcium, you 
have to take date or banana with it such that the calcium in the milk 
will be able to be observed by vitamin D, magnesium; potassium; 
etc… with sufficient amount of these substances which are accu-
rately, completely and intelligently, are available in them. 

This new viruses in the body makes fusion. The NGV fusion to 
other kind of viruses which were no danger to human, makes it 
dangerous. When NGV combine with traditional viruses (TV) the 
new generation of viruses from traditional kind of viruses will be 

appeared in the world NTV. As you know in the world the L type 
of corona virus exist for long time in the world. When the S type 
of corona virus starts to kill human since 2019 the L type dose not 
kill anybody. Later on after fusion the L type started to kill human 
more dangerous than the S type. Doctors said there is two types of 
it. But actually human should be ready for more than 1000 types 
of NGVs. Why the NGVs are able to make fusion in our body? The 
answer to this question is as much easier as previous question, the 
reason is because of the existence of the electrostatic in the body. 
Who has made these electrostatic in our body, answer is ourselves 
by using the new instruments which human made it. How we can 
solve this problem by not using these products? Answer is NO, we 
can use these products, but we need to discharge our body at least 
5 to 10 times per day. To overcome this new generation of virus 
attack, we should use plants because plants are more available 
and agree with nature. They are also far from the harms of using 
chemical drugs, as described earlier, Olive leaf is one of the herbal 
remedies that has long been available in the form of treatment and 
in people’s food basket. Consumption of olive fruit has long been of 
special importance among communities, especially in the Mediter-
ranean region. Also, the oil of this fruit has far more benefits than 
animal oil. Another widely used part of this plant that has received 
less attention is the olive leaf. Olive leaf, like its fruit, has many uses 
and benefits. From ancient times, olive leaves have been used to 
treat many diseases. Olive leaf smoke has also been used to disin-
fect places. In fact modern laboratory studies indicate the antibac-
terial, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties of olive leaf. 
Olive leaf is responsible for a wide range of therapies. Olive leaf can 
fight viruses because of its properties, so it is very suitable for viral 
diseases. One of its types is herpes. Olive leaves are also very useful 
in treating obesity, controlling blood pressure, diabetes and cancer. 
There are subclasses of viruses in the world, including smallpox, 
chicken pox, influenza, Ebola, mumps, AIDS, SARS, viral plant dis-
eases, herpes simplex diseases, animal viral diseases, dengue fever, 
yellow fever, tuberculosis, influenza, Redness, viral infections of 
the respiratory tract, viral infections of the central nervous system, 
types of hepatitis, genital herpes. Kind, because any virus fusion 
in the body makes new kind of NTVs. In this study we are going to 
introduce some of ways to predict virus fusion. Predict the human 
on more risk and the solutions. Also In this article, we try to explain 
about stem cells and their types and then the process of human 
progress in obtaining stem cells and using them. In the following, 
we will compare the different paths that a stem cell becomes into a 
target cell, such as muscle cells, the heart, or neurons in the brain, 
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etc. We will compare the different pathways in which a stem cell 
becomes a target cell or a cancer cell. Results of Human Findings in 
Year 2010 on how to put stem cells in the right direction, with the 
most surprising human findings on how and how easily traditional 
medicine turns stem cells into target cells and longevity It normal-
izes cells many times over (given that researchers have no knowl-
edge of Iranian traditional medicine.) Stem cells are cells that have 
the ability to become any other type of cell. Stem cells were first 
found in the embryo, which had to destroy the embryo to obtain 
the stem cells. Later, when artificial insemination was introduced, 
after fertilization of the fertilized egg in the uterus, additional fer-
tilized eggs were used for this purpose. Scientists have long found 
that stem cells also produce stem cells when obese people undergo 
abdominal suctioning. With the advancement of science, it has be-
come very clear that stem cells are present in all parts of the body. 
For example, in muscle cells, there are many muscle cells that do 
not have the ability to transform, but there are also a small number 
of stem cells that are activated in women and then become muscle 
cells and replace the destroyed cells. It turned out that there are 
two types of adult and embryonic stem cells. Knowing that the next 
question that arises is how to stimulate stem cells to start working 
to transform into other cells and proliferate.

Related works 

There is a lot of valuable works in this area. This is the time to 
not to compete but help each other to find the best solutions. 

Discussion

First step of fighting against New Generation of Viruses (NGV) 
is to live correctly it means do not using the prescriptions such that 
encourage us to use chemical drugs such as calcium to make your 
bones stronger now a days we know it is wrong enough to make us 
defeat from virus war easily. But why here again we are giving you 
the said example in earlier part.

When scientists started to find exact chemical substance from 
the plants. The story has begun since the scientists tried to elimi-
nate plants, to cure illness. Instead they tried to find exact chemical 
substance inside the plants which is useful to cure the illnesses. 
For example they studied if someone has got problem with his 
bones. Doctors should write a prescription with calcium drugs. 
Afterwards these patients not only have not been cured but also 
felt more problems such as closure of their vanes, or some kind of 
bone shapes in wrong places in their body such as in their Benet 
of their foots or their hands with ace. Then after a lot of experi-

ments they realized that the body needs vitamin D, to be able to 
absorb the calcium. So the Doctors this time in their prescriptions, 
when they ask their patients to take Calcium, they add vitamin D 
such that the body be able to observe the calcium. This understand-
ing at least takes 10 to 15 years. What happened in this period of 
time to human’s body? Because of wrong prescriptions their body 
became weaker; lazier. But the story did not finish here, another 
10 years passed and intelligent Doctors understood that vitamin D 
can cause kidney stones. What is the solution after making human’s 
body weaker; lazier than before, after experiments thinking writ-
ing papers, publications they understood that, they should give not 
only vitamin D but also Magnesium, such that the body can observe 
the calcium, and not making kidney stones, because of vitamin D. 
now after another ten years they will understand they should add 
another thing to this combination such that another problem does 
not take place in human’s body. Hence firstly if the doctors instead 
of investigation and experiments to solve the solved problems, it 
is better to think about the solution of new problems. One may 
ask but it is not solved problems, our answer is YES all of these 
problems have been solved by the Nature. If you are taking milk 
which has calcium, you have to take date or banana with it such 
that the calcium in the milk will be able to be observed by vitamin 
D, magnesium; potassium; etc… with sufficient amount of these 
substances which are accurately, completely and intelligently, are 
available in them. Our question is very easy when the nature has 
produced complete drugs for your diseases with exact amount of 
each required substances, which not only harm you but also cure 
you correctly. Not curing you then afterward you see, OH MY GOD, 
now I have kidney stone or etc.. next what we shall do is nothing 
but to decrease the blood clot, due to increase of immunoglobin 
produced by white blood cells which force the prothrombins (pro-
thrombin is electro-negative in blood and directly proportional to 
blood clot) convert to thrombins (as thrombins increase, blood 
clot increase). This problem can be solved by reduction of power 
of the immune system (for example using Dexamethasone), such 
that less immunoglobin produce in the body. Less immunoglobin, 
less IgM, less IgG, less conversion of prothrombin to thrombin, less 
thrombin, less blood clot. Less blood clot will help the number of 
the death become less. Is it correct solution?

It means look like when somebody went to 35th floor of a build-
ing to suicide. Then the rescuers ask him to please tie a powerful 
cable to him, and they ask him come on jump to come down and 
die, we also helping you to crash the ground more dangerously be-
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cause we are also pulling the cable more powerful and faster. So to 
solve the blood clot is not using the drugs such that make reduction 
of power of the immune system (for example using Dexametha-
sone). The solution is to solve the blood clot, by making another 
dangerous problem to the body. For this solution we can use Olive 
Leaf such that not only solving blood clot but also increasing the 
immune of the body, or there is at least 19 other solutions to solve 
it correctly, but we do not understand why the Doctors are solving 
the problems such that making another worse problem! next step 
starts when human’s power of the immune system decreases, at 
this point other viruses can easily activate in the body because of 
shortage of fight against them. Now we have NGV and traditional 
viruses at the same place. By fusion between this two we can see 
newborn of traditional viruses, but very dangerous than previous 
ones NTV. As an example, L type of corona virus. What can we do to 
stop fusion of viruses in our bodies? The speed of fusion can be in-
creased by electrostatic. We can decrease the electrostatic in our 
body by discharging it. As a matter of fact if even one person do not 
take care of himself/herself he/ she will help to generate new kinds 
of dangerous viruses in their body and transfer it to other people. 
These NTVs try to change our DNA. By decreasing the toxins in the 
body, we can prevent them for doing their duties. Mercury, lead, 
arsenic, heated plastic, Teflon, flu vaccine (because of having mer-
cury) tooth paste any not organic man-made has Toxin. Toxins loca-
tion is fat cells, so fatness also is dangerous. The blood type O has 
two kind of antibodies which make the immune system more pow-
erful plus that the factor of Alfa2M makes the blood type O not to be 
clot easily. The blood type O is the first blood type of human begin-
ning. Later on the human’s blood type of A, B, AB consequently ap-
peared in the world. As you know the blood type AB does not have 
any antibody plus that their blood going to be clot (same as blood 
type B) faster than other blood types. So as time passes the hu-
man’s living kind changed to unnatural their blood changed to 
worse. As the newer blood types appear the human immune sys-
tem power decreases and their blood become faster clot, it means 
they catch more diseases, they are angrier, they are dyeing more 
from heart attack, and etc. because of their blood type become clot 
faster. This shows us living in nature and eating natural foods and 
etc. is better not only by this reason but also because living natu-
rally makes less Toxins to decrease Toxins is breathing, by breath-
ing we can vanish up to 70% of Toxins in our body. Other useful 
factors are discharging the body from electrostatic such that pre-
vent the fusion inside our body. Since the earth is under magnetic 
attack now a days discharging the body 7 times or more per day is 

required. Even if one person do not take care of himself/ herself by 
living naturally eating natural foods discharging and etc. make his/
her body good target to make the NTV inside it and transfer it to 
others and kill others without knowing what he/she dose. We are 
at the very early of long war against NTVs. Blood clot is directly 
proportional to the following factors: vitamin K because of hypo-
prothrombinemia which act same as prothrombin in the body, fi-
brinogen, platelet, factor 8, factor 7, factor 2, not digested calcium, 
lipids, electro-negative, protein diet, tropin C, tropin T, tropin I. 
Blood clot is indirectly proportional to factors such as vitamin. In 
addition E (because of anti-heparinic, antioxidant), chymotrypsin, 
and vitamin D (because of digesting the undigested calcium), man-
ganese (because of digesting the undigested calcium), electro-pos-
itive, alfa2M (exist in the blood type O), vegetable diet, sun shine 
(because of digesting the undigested calcium). The ways we can 
prohibit blood clot are: drinking more water, taking more kiwi, gar-
lic, olive oil, nuts (more vitamin E), honey, green vegetables, carrot 
and fruits. Not to take beef, scraped, brain, caviar, full fat cheese, 
chicken, kidney, liver, lungs, tongue, bone marrow, butter, chicken 
fat, goose fat, peanut butter, brazil nuts, dry beans, green beans, dry 
peas, green peas [1-6]. Reference to “ To be or Not to be after Virus 
Attack, Acta Scientific COMPUTER SCIENCES, Volume 2 Issue 9 
September 2020” In addition Human have been fighting viruses for 
thousands of years. The new virus is no exception to this rule. In 
recent decades, several viruses have been transmitted from ani-
mals to humans and have claimed thousands of lives, including the 
Ebola virus, which originated in 2-5 in West Africa. An outbreak 
has killed 9.8% of infected people, making the virus the deadliest 
member of the Ebola family. There are other viruses as much or 
even more deadly, including the coronavirus, which currently in-
fects and kills a number but still has a lower rate than other dan-
gerous viruses. But due to the lack of confrontation, it is still a seri-
ous threat. Olive is a tree that is found in most climates and is 
easily accessible to the general public. It is very easy, convenient 
and cheap. Also, according to the uses of olive leaves that we have 
mentioned and its inclusion and generality of its properties and its 
uses, simplicity, convenience, cheapness and availability, the use of 
olive leaves is more justified. One of the big problems with chemi-
cal drugs is their side effects, and that chemical drugs often have no 
healing power and are only used to control the disease. The use of 
olive leaves also prevents the waste of financial resources of gov-
ernments and individuals and by creating a high level of health in 
communities. Olive leaf is a very strong antibacterial and antiviral. 
It strengthens the immune system. It warms the brain. Prevents in-
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fections. Eliminates toxins (or soda) It eliminates infections and It 
is an antioxidant. Olive leaves are even more effective than olive oil. 
Olive leaf smoke can be used to disinfect and clean indoor environ-
ments. “Anti-cancer effect of olive leaf extract” In studies on the 
lives of people in the Mediterranean, scientists have found a longer 
life expectancy and a lower incidence of cardiovascular disease and 
cancer in the people of this region. The polyphenols in olive oil play 
an important protective role in the body’s health and fight against 
cancer. But here it is necessary to say that the amount of polyphe-
nols in olive oil is very low. In contrast, the amount of polyphenols 
in olive leaf extract contains a high amount and variety of polyphe-
nols. There are also many structural differences between olive oil 
versus olive leaves. The polyphenols in olive leaves play an impor-
tant role in the fight against cancer and inflammatory diseases, and 
protect DNA damage caused by free radicals, thus preventing nega-
tive genetic changes and breaking the chain of many genetic dis-
eases. In this case, the use of olive leaf extract has an effect on treat-
ment and prevention methods. The European Food Safety 
Authority has emphasized that olive leaf polyphenols help protect 
blood lipids from oxidative stress. Due to the cultivation of olives in 
areas with more sun, olive trees synthesize high amounts of poly-
phenols stored in their thick leaves. The concentration and variety 
of polyphenols will be affected by many factors such as geographi-
cal location, tree cultivar and Tree age. Polyphenols include differ-
ent phenolic groups, each of which consists of an aromatic ring 
with a number of hydroxyl groups. Polyphenols are often trans-
ported conjugated with one or more hydroxyl sugars. The main 
phenolic compounds are iodide sequoids and flavonoids that have 
been shown to be effective in inflammatory and metabolic bio-
markers in humans and animals. Also, the effects of olive leaf in-
clude its effect on type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, obesity, 
boosting the immune system and being rich in antioxidants. Rem-
desivir (GS-5734) is a drug that is prescribed for patients with new 
virus and has good results. Formula; GS-5734. After entering the 
cell, the drug converts to GS-704277 and then GS-704277 converts 
to nucleoside monophosphate and then to nucleoside triphos-
phate. It works inside the cell as the inhibitors of RdRp and pre-
vents the proliferation of new virus inside the cell. Instead, olive 
leaves can be used because this substance is known in olive leaves 
as antiviral it means Olive Leaf itself has the nucleoside triphos-
phate. you know why, I tell you why they are selling us Remdesivir 
very expensive and it is not find easily in poor countries, now sup-
pose it becomes very cheap and available around the world. ask me 
why? Suppose you want to eat one spoon of soup then instead of 

taking your food as normal, you try to take the spoon over your 
neck and then take it, it is very similar to take Remdesivir instead 
of Olive Leaf. Because Remdesivir after 3 or four times changing in 
formula becomes the nucleoside triphosphate but the Olive Leaf 
has the nucleoside triphosphate and we are able to use it directly. 
The scientists again did a lot of experiments after 500,000 people 
dead they suddenly realized that vitamin D is very useful to cure 
patients affect by NGVs. so they advise patients to take vitamin D 
plus Remdesivir. OK I am going to tell you after any 1000,000 dead 
what the intelligent scientists are going to tell you by a lot of ex-
periments suddenly, if you find the different substances inside the 
olive leaf for example first they said nucleoside triphosphate but 
they put it in the Remdesivir and the people thought the scientists 
are from the god after 500,000 people dead they said vitamin D so 
we gave you the key after any 500,000 people died they are going 
to tell you another thing which exist in the olive leaf. Also they have 
done lots of researches and spend lots of people taxes to find why 
blacks are dying more than whites in UK. Then after spending lots 
of money and time they said the reason is poverty. The reason is, 
because in the same angle of sun shine black skin can absorb 1/10 
of vitamin D as white skins can absorb. To answer easy question 
they consume a lot of people taxes as research budget, at the end 
the research’s answers are as illogical as a 7 years old primary 
school laugh on their result of researches. Ok up to know it has 
been proved that chemical drugs not only is useless but also it is 
harmful to your body. Next we proved scientists just consume your 
taxes paid by nations and also you yourselves can find what the 
scientists will tell you after lots of people die. Ok nutrition in medi-
cine is a key to any diseases forget about human made chemical 
medicine for your health. Now to give you a key to divide the nutri-
tion plants, we divide these to H groups and C groups. C groups are 
those plants which make people mostly sick (it depends on people) 
these plant and foods have calcium and vitamin K. in Other hand 
the foods with vitamin D, magnesium and vitamin E are H foods. To 
make plants, foods, sands, pictured on a unit scale we made a new 
scale. In this scale C is in negative part of H scale and W foods are 
moisture foods. So we pictured everything in this new scale. I am 
going to give you another key to solve any diseases in the world. 
You see some diseases can kill more human when there is less sun-
shine so this disease can be cured by H nutrition (because the dis-
ease is in the negative side of H). if you want to cure virus attack, we 
use antiviral nutrition such as Olive Leaf, any antiviral nutrition 
plus antiviral substances inside it, has got also vitamin D, Magne-
sium, because to kill viruses it should make body more powerful by 
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destroying the undigested Calcium which makes ache and power-
less in the body. Olive leaf has other effective substances such xan-
thine oxidizes causes oxidation of hypoxanthine to xanthine, xan-
thine is converted to uric acid, and uric acid is converted to 
superoxide radicals and hydrogen peroxide (during oxidation) and 
it causes many diseases, including cancer. But olive leaf has anti 
carcinogenic properties that purify the metabolic enzyme and its 
effect on the body. As you know, to treat the President of the United 
States, to use vitamin D and Remdesivir drug, which is the nucleo-
side of phosphide. In fact, these two substances are effective in 
healing them naturally in olive leaves. Olive leaves contain Oleuro-
pein, Liks trosayd, Oleuropein agrikon, Course setting, Isorhamne-
tin and etc. These substances are effective as anti-carcinogenic as 
well as anti-oxidant, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory. Anoth-
er substance found in olive leaves that is high in hydroxytyrosol, 
which helps prevent breast cancer. Olive leaves have been used as a 
remedies for many years [8]. As explained above, the main factor 
preventing the virus from replicating in the body is the more nucle-
oside phosphide and the combination of D-c, which can be used 
both chemically and in the immediate and natural form of olive leaf 
cigarette smoke. Vitamin D not only eliminates unabsorbed calci-
um in the body, but also prevents viral diseases such as colds, flu, 
allergies, bronchitis, etc. This is because the presence of vitamin D 
in the lungs kills viruses and germs that enter the body through 
respiration. Research has shown that the lungs prevent viruses and 
germs from entering the body by producing vitamin D. Therefore, 
vitamin D boosts the body’s immune system [7]. At this point we 
are going to give a newer results of our researches. At the point of 
blood clot at the beginning of the virus fighting in the body we can 
use Olive Leaf Extractor to stop blood clotting. To prevent the virus 
to settle down in the lung we can use Olive Leaf Cigarettes, to pow-
er the lung to kick the virus out of the lung. In the case the virus 
enter the body the Olive Leaf Extractor prevent the viruses to cre-
ate more viruses in the cells by the existence of nucleoside triphos-
phate and vitamin D in the Olive Leaf Extractor. In addition we 
should add that there are various factors that will be mentioned in 
the supplementary explanation, and the second question is that af-
ter stimulating stem cells to proliferate and become the desired 
cell, such as muscle cells, heart cells or neurons in the brain, etc. or 
cells? Will the stem cells become the best in that cell or do you need 
other care? When a person gets angry, the first spark of anger stim-
ulates a gland in the brain called the amygdala. Stimulation of these 
glands stimulates the hypothalamus in the brain. Thus, the hypo-
thalamus sends a message to the pituitary glands by secreting the 

hormone corticotrophin. The pituitary gland secretes adrenocorti-
cotrophic hormone by activating the adrenal glands, and eventual-
ly stress hormones such as cortisol adrenaline and noradrenaline 
are secreted by the adrenal glands in the body. Increased levels of 
the hormone cortisol in the body cause too much calcium to be ab-
sorbed by neurons in its membranes, causing the cells to burn and 
die repeatedly. Elevated cortisol levels make the hippocampus and 
front of the brain the most vulnerable parts of the body. As cortisol 
levels rise in these areas, a person has difficulty making decisions 
as well as planning for the near or distant future. * (Compare with 
when we think or act positively) which we will have a comparison 
in the next pages. Increased levels of cortisol in the hippocampus 
cause the destruction of neurons in this area and lead to disruption 
in the production of new neurons. This is the same negative effect 
on the process of converting a stem cell into a negative and harmful 
cell. In this case, it was found that a stem cell, after being stimulated 
in different pathways to become the desired cell, undergoes the 
process of DNA completion and modification. Sometimes in the 
process of turning a stem cell into a target cell, for some reason, 
instead of turning into a useful cell, it turns into a cancer cell. As a 
result, after stimulating the embryonic or adult stem cells in the 
body to regenerate new cells, the conversion pathway must be tak-
en care of so that the result is a defective cell and in some cases 
even better than the original cell. Various pathways examined in 
terms of biochemistry and other sciences and the result (without 
researchers’ knowledge of traditional Iranian Islamic medicine) * 
How to stimulate embryonic stem cells or adult stem cells in the 
body to proliferate and transform To do the destination cell cor-
rectly? Stem cells are the only type of cells that have the ability to 
amplify and alter their DNA. Stem cells attach themselves to prob-
lem cells by replicating, transforming, and replacing themselves 
with problem cells. If we insert embryonic stem cells taken from 
human embryonic cells or from a person’s deciduous teeth that 
have been stored under special conditions and conditions into the 
person’s body, the spontaneously rotates to the area where the 
damaged cell is damaged and sticks. These cells proliferate and re-
place them. Embryonic stem cells or adult stem cells that are pres-
ent anywhere in the body must be stimulated to start working. This 
irritability in nature is a natural way, such as bodily injury, bleed-
ing, etc., in which mature stem cells recognize that they need to be 
activated and replaced with damaged cells. Sometimes stem cells 
go in the opposite direction and unfortunately transform. They 
turn into cancer cells. At this time, an enzyme turns stem cells into 
cancer cells. The enzyme that converts adult stem cells to cancer 
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cells is a well-known enzyme called ABAR1, which is easily detect-
ed in cancer patients. The question is why mature stem cells are not 
so much more complete and incapable of regenerating. For exam-
ple, the reconstruction of an amputated finger or eye or foot or 
heart muscle or brain neurons. The next question is that embryonic 
stem cells are very active and alive in the baby’s body for up to two 
months and cannot completely regenerate an organ like some ani-
mals (lizards, etc.). We are now investigating the cause of this issue. 
It is caused by a special enzyme called PTP1B, which blocks the 
activity of stem cells in the body and stops them from working. An 
inhibitor called MSI-1436 can be used to deactivate this enzyme, 
which can reactivate mature stem cells in the body like embryonic 
stem cells to the point where they can even rebuild the heart mus-
cle and cells. Recover others who have been injured in the body. 
MSI-1436 inhibits the PTP1B protein enzyme in two ways to re-
enable mature stem cells in various tissues in the body to function 
again as embryonic stem cells. Method 1: Direct effect of MSI-1436 
on PTP1B enzyme; in this method, it must be present and attach to 
the PTP1B enzyme to impair the function of PTP1B. Method 2: 
Stimulation of MSI-1436 on PTP1B enzyme; in this method, MSI-
1436 deactivates PTP1B by colliding and the presence of MSI-1436 
in the next steps is not necessary. Following this action, MSI-1436 
disables the PTP1B enzyme, which deactivates stem cells in the 
body, and the adult stem cells in the body are transformed back into 
stem cells with the function of embryonic stem cells, except that 
these cells They have the ability to transform into the cells that are 
in them and do not turn into every cell. For example, if they are in-
side muscle cells, they only turn into muscle cells, and these are the 
wrong paths for mature stem cells that are spontaneous due to 
stress. Nervous proliferate. If genotoxicity occurs, the pressure on 
the stem cells increases and they begin to multiply and convert 
their DNA into damaged DNA, resulting in the production and pro-
liferation of cancer cells. Substances that cause genotoxicity and 
stress on cells: the sun’s ultraviolet rays and chemicals such as de-
tergents and shampoos, etc. that are fertilized through the skin or 
through food such as chemical drugs and fruits and vegetables that 
are fertilized by chemicals. Of course, the opposite is also true, that 
is, changing the DNA of stem cells to better DNA. What is very cer-
tain is the type of nutrition and the type of climate... These are the 
factors that affect our DNA and cause defective DNAs such as can-
cer DNAs. So things like nutrition and living environment, the type 
of climate are very important. According to research by the non-
profit MATH TLEART institute, in the last 20 years the kind of 
thinking and stresses of life that we have every day and gratitude 

and satisfaction and love, anger and tiredness are very, very effec-
tive on the DNA of the cells produced. “The difference between the 
original and the natural genetic state of a person is very impor-
tant,” says Professor Bruce Lipton. All of a person’s physical, behav-
ioral, and emotional states are controlled by their genetic codes. 
When we feel negative, such as anger and fatigue, hatred and hav-
ing or not having two sets, or negative thoughts or expressions 
such as: “I hate my job” * When a person gets angry .... According to 
research, the type of energy we go back to ourselves. (HMI Web-
site) These energies are used to turn stem cells into damaged cells 
in the body. As a result, our obtained cells have better DNA, and 
with better cells, we experience less stress and a better life.

In the study, 3 cases of DNA positive method were applied and 
positive mental, emotional and physical results were produced in 
two cases and had no effect on the third type. This study proved that 
DNA changes are influenced by behavior and thoughts. Proof that 
when people act kind-heartedly and with love and friendship, they 
have a higher ability to conform DNA. The theory of Duck Chillers 
(smart heart) has shown that a kind of information binding energy 
is generated between DNA inside cells, which increases the ability 
to predict people very accurately and accurately. Any good heart 
feeling increases this intracellular DNA information link. These 
people have the ability to make positive changes in their DNA (if 
we want to compare this method with the method mentioned in 
the section on Negative Thoughts and Stress, as explained, write 
some of that brain here. So positive or negative change The DNA of 
the newly produced cells is in our own hands.

As a result we should say as explained in the above article, there 
are stem cells in the human body that are activated when necessary 
and act to supply damaged cells to the body. Scientists are using 
MSI-1436 to inactivate the ABAR1 enzyme to reactivate these em-
bryonic stem cells, and various methods have been able to stimu-
late the stem cells. To the extent that a whole organ, such as the 
heart muscle, etc. grows. In order to convert stem cells into other 
cells, the stem cell transforms itself from the replication of DNA 
inside its cell to a damaged cell that Cling to it and we also saw that 
if the stem cell is affected by ....... * genotoxic pressure, it will auto-
matically start to multiply and negatively change its DNA and make 
cancer cells, and finally we saw Based on research by the institute 
over the past two years, not only the type of nutrition and climate, 
but also the way others think and love. One is able to predict the 
future situation. But what is the result of all this? First, stem cells 
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in the body that must be stimulated to proliferate and alter DNA, 
according to modern science, in a completely abnormal way. What 
to do in traditional medicine: We very easily in traditional medi-
cine transmit signals to stem cells for activation, and it is nothing 
but dry cupping (hot air balloons) that causes stem cells to enteric 
and sound to them. Tells the cells what a strange thing happened 
inside the body and the DNA of the damaged cells must begin to 
multiply immediately. The result of this research is nothing but 
what we have been doing for thousands of years. But making new 
cells that are stem cells that have good DNA and are not problem-
atic but even better. And what is it? Nutrition Proper nutrition of 
good materials and good weather and good thoughts and hearing 
and seeing positive things, saying positive things kind-hearted and 
forgiving others and praying for enemies and wishing happiness 
for humanity. Which makes the process of converting them to bet-
ter DNA easier and better. But what if the PTP1B protein enzyme 
is not made to inhibit the function of stem cells? According to the 
order of the Prophet of Islam, cupping at effective times prevents 
the body’s stem cells from aging and continues to function like war 
maneuvers. Decreased neurons in this part of the brain can cause 
short-term memory problems and also make it difficult to recall 
new memories, which is why when you are angry when you are 
angry, what You want to say it does not cross your mind and a few 
hours later a more appropriate answer will come to your mind for 
that moment. Elevated levels of the hormone cortisol decrease the 
amount of serotonin, which is the hormone of happiness, and a 
decrease in this hormone can cause you to get angry sooner and 
engage in aggressive behaviors. In the following, we will refer to 
other problems that anger causes for other organs of the body: - 
Increased heart rate - Increased venous stress - Increased glucose 
and fatty acids in the blood - Decreased thyroid function - High 
blood pressure - Weak Cells become resistant to viruses - Increased 
risk of cancer - Decreased vision - Increased pressure in the eyes 
- Decreased cell density in the bones - Decreased metabolism - Mi-
graines and headaches - Dry mouth. It should be noted that regular 
exercise is one of the most important factors that can help balance 
hormones in the body and ward off anger in people. In the follow-
ing, we have collected hadiths from the elders, a small part of which 
we will explain below.

The Holy Prophet (PBUH): The strong are better and more be-
loved in the sight of God than the weak believer.

Imam Ali (AS): Whoever does physical work becomes stronger 
and whoever fails to work, will become weaker.

And we have a review on the role of happiness in body and soul 
health: Studies in recent years show that the role of happiness in 
heart and brain health and immune system is more than imagined. 
Happiness promotes heart health: Studies show that happy people 
have a more regular heartbeat and lower blood pressure fluctua-
tions in these people. Studies conducted by Canadian researchers 
in the year 2010 show positive emotions such as happiness, excite-
ment and excitement are more likely to develop diseases. Reduces 
the coronary arteries of the heart by 22% Happiness strengthens 
the immune system: Studies show that stress leads to biological 
and hormonal changes and one of the most important causes of 
high blood pressure is stress. Happiness reduces pain: Studies in 
the year 2001 show that happiness reduces pain and muscle pres-
sure, dizziness and heartburn. On the other hand, these studies 
show that the amount of pain in patients with chronic inflamma-
tion, including arthritis, is associated with feelings of happiness, 
and patients, especially happy women, are less likely to suffer from 
inflammatory diseases. Happiness reduces physical disabilities: 
Studies show that optimism and happiness reduce the risk of many 
diseases, including breast cancer, a result that has been proven in 
many other diseases. Happiness contributes to brain health: Happi-
ness and positive thinking affect brain health through the following 
methods. Happiness is a stimulus for the growth of brain communi-
cation. Happiness improves cognition and increases the productiv-
ity of the brain. Happiness increases the brain’s ability to analyze. 
Happiness improves concentration and memory. Happiness causes 
longevity. Feeling happy and satisfied is the best way to deal with 
illnesses such as depression. Also, happy people are more inclined 
to exercise. There are ways to improve your mood and happiness, 
which include: do not eat a heavy meal. Exercise. Get enough sleep. 
Inhale fresh air. Laugh a lot. Participate in volunteer work. Profes-
sor Morteza Motahari writes in the definition of happiness: “Server 
is a pleasant and enjoyable state that gives a person the knowl-
edge that one of the goals and desires will be fulfilled or will be 
fulfilled.” Living happily is one of the necessities of human life and 
self-improvement and reform of society are its consequences. Hap-
piness has a good effect on both the soul and man. The following 
are examples of happiness: Appreciating the effort and goodness 
of others. Enjoy the divine gifts. Act positively. Positive thinking. 
Being open. Living in the present. Self-righteousness and appear-
ance and satisfaction with life are other examples of happiness that 
can be experienced in life. The great emphasis of Islam is on mak-
ing the most of human beings happy moments, in order to increase 
their spiritual and psychological readiness to achieve growth and 
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perfection. If a person removes sorrow and grief from the servants 
of God with an open face and good intentions, he has performed the 
worship of God and he himself will be pleased with this joy. Imam 
Baqir (AS) is quoted; In the sight of God, worship is no more be-
loved than to make believers happy. If you want to establish Khalil 
Kaaba, release two thousand servants a day and make it a place of 
prayer and obedience, there was no need to rejoice. Happiness Re-
search Recent research by researchers at UCLA University in North 
Marvelina shows that genes and cells are highly responsive to hap-
piness and generosity. Psychologists have been emphasizing the 
positive effect of happiness on the human psyche for many years, 
and there have been many lectures on this subject around the 
world. These studies have shown that the immune system of happy 
and benevolent people who are looking for an opportunity to help 
their peers is much stronger than selfish people who have constant 
negative emotions. In these studies, the effects of emotions such 
as happiness, stress, jealousy and fear on people’s cells and genes 
have been studied in detail for 10 years. According to the direc-
tor of this research project, the direct effect of happiness and good 
feelings on the health of body and soul has been clearly proven and 
proven. The research goes on to say that actions to satisfy the hu-
man role have a very negative effect on cells. Hence, immune cells 
react more to fear and depression, become inflamed, and their anti-
viral activity decreases. On the other hand, blood and genetic tests 
show that the genetic activities of happy and benevolent people 
are more desirable than those of sad, anxious and selfish people. 
A team of 190 researchers from 140 research centers in 17 differ-
ent countries studied the genome data of hundreds of thousands of 
people to identify the genetic diversity associated with feelings of 
satisfaction, depression and neurosis. The researchers found that 
these genes are often present in the central nervous system and 
in adrenal or pancreatic tissues. To conduct this research, the re-
searchers collected data from a large number of previous studies 
and, using advanced analysis tools, analyzed this information into 
a unit consisting of the genetic information of 298,000 volunteers. 
Previous research has shown that the difference between the level 
of happiness and well-being of individuals is related to the genet-
ic structure of their bodies. This issue has been considered more 
and more by proving the direct effect of welfare on the mental and 
physical health of individuals. But researchers believe that genetic 
makeup is the only factor that affects how people feel and think 
about their lives. Also, the environment and how it interacts with 
genes are also of great importance. The study of genes can provide 
a correct understanding of the reasons for the biological talent of 

individuals in intensifying these feelings and can be a way to iden-
tify the factors that affect the level of happiness among different 
people. Now we want to show which DNA of human, corona virus 
likes more in the picture shown below you can see the R1B, DNA 
expansion, and the expansion of virus in February 2020.

Figure 1

Figure 2

It is very clear that this virus likes the gen R1B.

Question so why this virus in other places also affect human? 
Answer is because age, other diseases such as diabetes, blood pres-
sure and etc. can affect the human’s body to become weak enough 
such that cannot defend. Also the main important reason which is 
very important is the amount of H2O2 inside the water, foods and 
etc. whom people of that region takes. Such as people in IRAN the 
amount of H2O2 in their body is hundred times more than other 
people in other parts of the world. To destroy the H2O2 inside the 
body the best thing is Olive Leaf.
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Prediction by appearance of people

•	 Do you have big head? Do you have long forehead? Do you 
have big nose? Do you have big mouth? 

•	 Do you have thick hair? Do you have big chin? Do you have a lot 
of beard (if not shaved)? 

•	 Do you have big eyes? Do you feel hot most of the times? Do 
you have black eyes? 

•	 Do you have big and strong muscles? For “YES” answers add, 
one and for “NO” answers subtract one.

•	 Calculate the summation. Suppose the summation is “x”. 

•	 Your AH is equal to %( x*9).

Analyzing and Finding sick people 

Do you have any stress? (Yes= -2, No=0)

Do you like sweet taste more than sour taste? (Yes= -2, NO= 0)

Are you feeling worse in the cold weather? (YES= -1, NO= 0)

Are you feeling worse in nights? (YES= -1, NO= 0)

Is your age more than 35? (YES= -1, NO= 0)

Are you a lady? (YES= -1, NO= 0)

(For female) do you have any problem with your periodic? / (for 
male) are you feeling exhausted?

(YES= -1, NO= 0) 

Your AH of appearance is more than 25 %?( YES= 1, NO= 0)

Your AH of appearance is less than -25 %?( YES= -1, NO= 0)

Calculate the summation. Suppose it is equal to Y then it means 
the DH = %( Y*11)

Now we find the value of disease. So we should use nutrition 
that makes the summation of Disease H= DH and nutrition H=NH, 
it means DH+NH=0, but we need to know the NH of the plants,…

Here we measured some of the NHs we share these with you.

Willow figs H=%100 W=-%100 

Thinnest pollen between two halves H=%100 W=-%100 

Sparrow Sheep Animal Components H=%100 W=-%100 

Squirrel Whiskers H=%100 W=-%100 

More H=%100 W=-%100 

Maziron shrub H=%100 W=-%100 

Gum Treewood H=%100 W=-%100 

Mustard H=%100 W=-%100 

Squirrels of the Vault H=%100 W=-%100 

Crude oil or mineral H=%100 W=-%100 

Rhizosphere of stone or mineral H=%100 W=-%100 

Red rock ore or rock H=%100 W=-%100 

Hg%40cl%40 rock or mineral H=%100 W=-%100 

Arsenal of rock or mineral H=%100 W=-%100 

Indian Tweets of Stone or Mineral H=%100 W=-%100 

Stone death of rock or mineral rock H=%100 W=-%100 

Bull Bull Cock Animals H=%100 W=-%100 

Bile Bone Snake Animal Component H=%100 W=-%100 

Bull’s Sheep’s Animal Components H=%100 W=-%100 

Sparrow Felts Animal Compounds H=%100 W=-%100 

Bull Blood Components H=%100 W=-%100 

Bone Bone Cattle H=%100 W=-%100 

The heart of the goose is an animal part H=%100 W=-%100 
Baby meat camel animal H=%100 W=-%100 

Honeycomb heart H=%100 W=-%100 

Duck Duck Duck Animal Components H=%100 W=-%100 

Your business H=%100 W=-%%800 

Root of Socmonia H=%100 W=-%60 

Fox Melon or Abujah Watermelon H=%100 W=-%60 

Pigeon Egg Animals H=%100 W=%20 

Willow figs Khatay hub al-Sulatian H=%80 W=-%80 

Ferry H=%80 W=-%80 

Bitter installment H=%80 W=-%80 

Bull Cattle Bulls Animal Components H=%80 W=-%80 

Anthosaquat H=%80 W=-%60 

Tobacco H=%80 W=-%80 

Donkey H=%80 W=-%80 Black melon H=%80 W=-%80 black 
pepper H=%80 W=-%80 

Shoot the sublime Nashabeh Maghrib H=%80 W=-%80 

Butterfly H=%80 W=-%80 

Maziron H=%80 W=-%80 

Mamiran H=%80 W=-%80 
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Gum Root Black H=%80 W=-%80 

Dandruff or mineral H=%80 W=-%80 

Snake Animal Component H=%80 W=-%80 

Mountainous species H=%80 W=-%80 

Scabby H=%80 W=-%80 

Nowshahr rock or mineral H=%80 W=-%60 

African orchids H=%80 W=-%60 

Aquatic animal H=%80 W=-%60 

Leaf and Branch of the Vault H=%80 W=-%100 

Sorghum or mineral H=%80 W=-%80 Juniper leaves H=%80 
W=-%80 sunflower H=%80 W=-%80 Susanber H=%80 W=-%80 

Quatta H=%80 W=-%80 

Ashanan or dill H=%80 W=-%80 

Gauth Fruit Blazer or Hebrew H=%80 W=-%80 

Arabic Balsam Recipes H=%80 W=-%80 

Dried Dried Fruits H=%80 W=-%80 

Wood and leaves of dry branches of Turpentine H=%80 W=-%80 

Sweet dessert H=%80 W=-%80 

Pepper H=%80 W=-%80 

Bark H=%80 W=-%80 

Ud al-Saliib or a flower of a hundred dollars H=%80 W=-%80 
Components other than branches and stems of the ground or ocean 
floor H=%80 W=-%80 Black seed H=%80 W=-%80 garlic H=%80 
W=-%80 Mistletoe H=%80 W=-%80 

Burn the seeds H=%80 W=-%80 

And then H=%80 W=-%80 

Tea grass H=%80 W=-%80 

Nargess flower H=%80 W=-%80 

Pea oil H=%80 W=-%80 

Carnation H=%80 W=-%80 

Iranian pine tree leaves and gosht H=%80 W=-%80 

Red avalanche H=%80 W=-%80 

Cannabis H=%80 W=-%80 

The cannon H=%80 W=-%80 

Egg berry seeds H=%80 W=-%80 

Mountain celery seeds H=%80 W=-%80 

Creela H=%80 W=-%80 

Slowness H=%80 W=-%80 

King’s egg H=%80 W=-%80 

Burn the seeds H=%80 W=-%80 

Dry dune H=%80 W=-%80 

Cinnamon oil H=%80 W=-%80 

Shiite or Artemisia H=%80 W=-%80 

Rosemary H=%80 W=-%80 

Turmeric H=%80 W=-%80 

Tarragon H=%80 W=-%80 

Gushing or Jashir H=%80 W=-%80 

White donkey H=%80 W=-%80 

Cu stones or minerals H=%80 W=-%80 

Sulfur of rock or mineral H=%80 W=-%80 

Yellow gold or rock H=%80 W=-%80 

Borax Armenian Gravel Stone or Mineral H=%80 W=-%80 

Iron oxide or mineral H=%80 W=-%80 

Ant animal parts H=%80 W=-%80 

Meat deer animal components H=%80 W=-%80 

Pigeon animal parts H=%80 W=-%80 

Ostrich meat H=%80 W=-%80 

Sepiday sea floor animal components H=%80 W=-%80 

Mule Meat Animals H=%80 W=-%80 

Red Fruit H=%80 W=-%60 

Root leachate or socmony H=%80 W=-%60 

St. John’s Empire H=%80 W=-%60 

The gardener H=%80 W=-%60 

You are H=%80 W=-%60 

Horseradish H=%80 W=-%60 

Cock eyes H=%80 W=-%60 

Indian carrot H=%80 W=-%60 

Long laziness H=%80 W=-%60 

Dry Ginger H=%80 W=-%60 
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Get it H=%80 W=-%60 

Sorbian or grunge or sting H=%80 W=-%60 

Hatch H=%80 W=-%60 

Skeptic or Seductive H=%80 W=-%60 

Rabbit H=%80 W=-%60 

Leaf and fruit juice H=%80 W=-%60 

Own or collapse H=%80 W=-%60 Maro or sage H=%80 W=-%60 

Hab al-ghar or albū oil H=%80 W=-%60 

Yellow Lily or Echteriotrics H=%80 W=-%60 

Large chamomile flowers H=%80 W=-%60 

Musk deer Animal components H=%80 W=-%60 

I’m sorry H=%80 W=-%40 Sauce H=%80 W=-%40 carrot H=%80 
W=-%40 Irritate H=%80 W=-%40 

The brain is a bitter almond core H=%80 W=-%40 

Bladder or cornflower corn H=%80 W=-%40 

Fresh ginger H=%80 W=-%40 

Pine Pine H=%80 W=-%40 

Giraffe meat H=%80 W=-%40 

Rabbit H=%60 W=-%80 

Ordinary species H=%60 W=-%60 

Moon groin H=%60 W=-%60 

Horsehead or Kowshad H=%60 W=-%60 

Chanel or Russell Ginger H=%60 W=-%60 

Womanish H=%60 W=-%60 wheat flower H=%60 W=-%60 Nettle 
H=%60 W=-%60 

Sunflower seeds H=%60 W=-%60 

Black extract H=%60 W=-%60 

Crap H=%60 W=-%60 

Arabian Balsam H=%60 W=-%60 

Yarrow H=%60 W=-%60 

White Alum Stone or Mineral H=%60 W=-%60 

Swallow meat H=%60 W=-%60 

Ghasni H=%60 W=-%60 

Indian muzzle or balsam H=%60 W=-%60 

Bleaching seeds or bergamot H=%60 W=-%60 

Root and syringe leachate Ghassani H=%60 W=-%60 

Bitter olives H=%60 W=-%40 

Fennel seed H=%60 W=-%40 

Seeds of turnip plants H=%60 W=%40 

Frozen Eggs H=%60 W=-%80 

Ojen or Jumoun H=%60 W=-%80 

Goose boa H=%60 W=-%80 

Recurrence H=%60 W=-%80 

The old branch of the Nashabeh Maghrib H=%60 W=-%80 

Cretaceous H=%60 W=-%60 

That’s right now H=%60 W=-%60 Khalvanjan H=%60 W=-%60 
cinnamon H=%60 W=-%60 Pepper long H=%60 W=-%60 

Ashesy Language H=%60 W=-%60 

Zarnbad H=%60 W=-%60 

Frenum leaves H=%60 W=-%60 

The clover’s head is plain H=%60 W=-%60 

Valerian or carnivorous H=%60 W=-%60 

Sa’d H=%60 W=-%60 

Great Conquistor H=%60 W=-%60 

Celery seeds H=%60 W=-%60 

Castor or Bidanjir H=%60 W=-%60 

Fresh Nashabeh branch H=%60 W=-%60 

The oarts H=%60 W=-%60 

Iranian Allela H=%60 W=-%60 

Leaf and flower bubbles or bergamot H=%60 W=-%60 

Shirazi Thymus H=%60 W=-%60 

Black smoke H=%60 W=-%60 

Arabian Balsam H=%60 W=-%60 

Be careful H=%60 W=-%60 

Mostaki H=%60 W=-%60 

Gum turpentine tree H=%60 W=-%60 

Low amount of animal honey H=%60 W=-%60 

Wax on animal components H=%60 W=-%60 

Deer meat animal components H=%60 W=-%60 
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Little chamomile root H=%60 W=-%60 

Bergbo or Hub al-Ghar H=%60 W=-%60 

Amin al-Dawlah H=%60 W=-%60 

Dried coconut brain H=%60 W=-%40 

You are H=%60 W=-%40 

Wood and leaves and fresh branches of Turpentine H=%60 W=%40 

Red sugar H=%60 W=-%40 

Dry walnuts H=%60 W=-%40 

Fennel H=%60 W=-%40 

Senate H=%60 W=-%40 

Leave H=%60 W=-%40 

Hawaiian mussel H=%60 W=-%40 

Sheep breasts animal parts H=%60 W=%60 

Anise H=%60 W=-%80 

Cereal or Speron fruit H=%60 W=-%80 

Gouves of Bergamo tree H=%60 W=-%80 

King’s egg H=%60 W=-%80 

Lacquer H=%60 W=-%80 

Black cumin H=%60 W=-%80 

Fraction H=%60 W=-%80 

Cumin H=%60 W=-%80 

Salt rock or mineral H=%60 W=-%80 

Iron or mineral H=%60 W=-%80 

Animal zebras H=%60 W=-%80 

Syndrome H=%60 W=-%60 

Camel Meat Animals H=%60 W=-%60 

<Animal Husbandry H=%60 W=-%60 

Zoo H=%60 W=-%60 

Anbeh Heldy H=%60 W=-%60 

Thyme H=%60 W=-%60 

Assaron H=%60 W=-%60 

Aluwara H=%60 W=-%60 

Ebony wood H=%60 W=-%60 

Juniper fruit H=%60 W=-%60 

Eucalyptus H=%60 W=-%60 

Esfand Asgand H=%60 W=-%60 

Golger H=%60 W=-%60 

Mango is sweet and sweet H=%60 W=-%60 

Babaji H=%60 W=-%60 

Khatayi winds H=%60 W=-%60 

Eggplant H=%60 W=-%60 

Millet H=%60 W=-%60 

Leaf tree leaves H=%60 W=-%60 

Treasure finger H=%60 W=-%60 

Ganba H=%60 W=-%60 

Fluffy H=%60 W=-%60 

King’s Leaf H=%60 W=-%60 

Flowers of stock H=%60 W=-%60 

Baby bed H=%60 W=-%60 

Shaghayyat H=%60 W=-%60 

Shamshad H=%60 W=-%60 

Fenugreek leaves H=%60 W=-%60 

Lemon grass H=%60 W=-%60 

Hazelnut oil H=%60 W=-%60 

White hair H=%60 W=-%60 

An old coconut fruit H=%60 W=-%60 

Sweaty Spring H=%60 W=-%60 

Orange leaves H=%60 W=-%60 

Yellow orange goute H=%60 W=-%60 

Nursery flower seeds H=%60 W=-%60 

Mint H=%60 W=-%60 

Timepiece H=%60 W=-%60 

Push the wind H=%60 W=-%60 

Jasmine H=%60 W=-%60 

Mudflower H=%60 W=-%60 

Sweetheart H=%60 W=-%60 

Tetanus H=%60 W=-%60 

Guy H=%60 W=-%60 
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Insecticide stem gum H=%60 W=-%60 

Guilty H=%60 W=-%60 

Gulp Muhammadi H=%60 W=-%60 

Bahman White H=%60 W=-%60 

Goofy H=%60 W=-%60 

Cabbage Eggs H=%60 W=-%60 

Calgary H=%60 W=-%60 

Cork H=%60 W=-%60 

Leaf and stems of mountain celery H=%60 W=-%60 

Root of the horse H=%60 W=-%60 

Unopened flowers H=%60 W=-%60 

Chinese cabaret or grill H=%60 W=-%60 

Hazelnut oil H=%60 W=-%60

 Beeshbah H=%60 W=%60

 tea H=%60 W=-%60 Spit or spit H=%60 W=-%60 

Eggs H=%60 W=-%60 

Indian hazelnut or retia H=%60 W=-%60 

Ronos H=%60 W=-%60 

Absinthine H=%60 W=-%60 

Olive tree leaves H=%60 W=-%60 

Fresh fence H=%60 W=-%60 

Fijn Fresh H=%60 W=-%60 

Round Zarand H=%60 W=-%60 

Aryan fruit H=%60 W=-%60 

Smell or good night H=%60 W=-%60 

Shirin Shirin express H=%60 W=-%60 

Lemon grass H=%60 W=-%60 

Ornamental stone or mineral H=%60 W=-%60 

On rock or mineral H=%60 W=-%60 

Gnir’s sheep are the motifs of the animal parts H=%60 W=-%60 

Sparrow Meat Animals H=%60 W=-%60 

Chenier the calf of the animal parts H=%60 W=-%60 

Chenir is an old salt cattle animal component H=%60 W=-%60 

Goetus Cattle Animals H=%60 W=-%60 

Quebec Meat Animals H=%60 W=-%60 

Peacock animal components H=%60 W=-%60 

Chenir Celery Cultivar H=%60 W=-%60 

The kid’s kid cattle H=%60 W=-%60 

Quail meat ingredients H=%60 W=-%60 

Horse meat. Animal components H=%60 W=-%60 

Counseling H=%60 W=-%40 

Marjoram H=%60 W=-%40 

Cranberry Core Lion Sour H=%60 W=-%40 

Safflower Seeds H=%60 W=-%40 

Little chamomile flower H=%60 W=-%40 

Date H=%60 W=-%40 

Mountain ridge H=%60 W=-%40 

Saffron H=%60 W=-%40 

Clover H=%60 W=-%40 

Sweetheart H=%60 W=-%40 

Sugarcane fresh water H=%60 W=-%40 

Flower Nastaran H=%60 W=-%40 

Safflower flowers H=%60 W=-%40 

Walnut H=%60 W=-%40 

Conger H=%60 W=-%40 

Butterfly Gust H=%60 W=-%40 

Whale Tigger Animal Component H=%60 W=-%40 

Pigeon meat H=%60 W=-%40 

Pheasant meat animal components H=%60 W=-%40 

Fresh honey animal components H=%60 W=-%40 

Duck Duck Animal Components H=%60 W=-%40 

Fresh coconut brain H=%60 W=-%20 

Olive oil is reached H=%60 W=-%20 

Goose meat animal parts H=%60 W=%20 

Seeds of sage H=%60 W=%40 

Pine cheek H=%60 W=%40 Qudumeh H=%60 W=%40 date 
H=%60 W=%40 Stomach H=%60 W=%40 

Fig tree H=%60 W=%40 
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Shrimp Animal Component H=%60 W=%40 

Mountain goat animal parts H=%60 W=%40 

Monday H=%60 W=%60 

Sesame Oil H=%60 W=%60 

Yellow or yellow carrot yellow eyes and heart H=%60 W=%60 

Sweet Melon Spleen H=%60 W=%60 

Testicular ovaries and ovaries H=%60 W=%60 The brain is brain-
washed H=%60 W=%60 peanut H=%60 W=%60 

Sweet almond oil spleen H=%60 W=%60 

Animal Sheep H=%60 W=%60 

Core Animal Components H=%60 W=%60 

Animal meat ass H=%40 W=-%60 

Leaves and stems of celery H=%40 W=-%40 

Binder H=%40 W=-%40 

Chives H=%40 W=-%40 

Natural raindrops H=%40 W=-%40 

Parsley H=%40 W=-%40 

Wax Honey Component of the animal H=%40 W=%20 

Turnip H=%40 W=%40 

Limestone or mineral H=%40 W=-%60 

Shahi or Trams bean H=%40 W=-%60 

Cattle grains are animal parts H=%40 W=-%60 

Sweetheart H=%40 W=-%40 

Stems and leafy shrubs H=%40 W=-%40 

Hazelnut H=%40 W=-%20 

Young chicken animal parts H=%40 W=%20 

Alfalfa H=%40 W=%40 

Sesame H=%40 W=%40 

Cherry H=%40 W=%40 Bango H=%40 W=%40 kidney bean 
H=%40 W=%60 It’s too much H=%40 W=-%100 

Gut Soft Hazel (Under White Gut) H=%40 W=-%80 

Serves and syrunos except for fruit H=%40 W=-%80 

Wood toothbrush tree H=%40 W=-%60 

Crushed stone or mineral H=%40 W=-%60 

PbO PbO Oxide, rock or mineral H=%40 W=-%60 

Bash H=%40 W=-%60 

Gum olive tree H=%40 W=-%60 

Ghost H=%40 W=-%60 

Nile H=%40 W=-%60 

Chicory root H=%40 W=-%60 

Laden H=%40 W=-%60 

Cabbage Asparagus H=%40 W=-%60 

Dashing H=%40 W=-%60 

Lavender H=%40 W=-%60 

Yellow Gouves Balloon H=%40 W=-%60 

Azure stone or mineral H=%40 W=-%60 

Judean rock or mineral H=%40 W=-%60 

Sea sponge animal components H=%40 W=-%60 

Warm and dry plants H=%40 W=-%40 

Sweet cactus fruit H=%40 W=-%40 

Thule H=%40 W=-%40 

Mountain tea H=%40 W=-%40 

Bristle maryam H=%40 W=-%40 

Beetroot red beetroot H=%40 W=-%40 

Khargask H=%40 W=-%40 

Sweaty woman H=%40 W=-%40 

Olive arrived H=%40 W=-%40 

Gum tree cherry H=%40 W=-%40 

Sweet peppers H=%40 W=-%40 

Wood and leaves of shishma H=%40 W=-%40 

Lust Cousin H=%40 W=-%40 

Old chinese wood H=%40 W=-%40 

Fingers H=%40 W=-%40 

Pea H=%40 W=-%40 

Shoots blue H=%40 W=-%40 

The root of the banana tree H=%40 W=-%40 

Fritillaria H=%40 W=-%40 

Hemp Oil H=%40 W=-%40 

Cannabis Oil H=%40 W=-%40 
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Smudge H=%40 W=-%40 

Kakotti H=%40 W=-%40 

Flaxseed H=%40 W=-%40 

Gum Cherry Tree H=%40 W=-%40 

Dad Adam H=%40 W=-%40 

Srella H=%40 W=-%40 

Asteroid Gnir is a sleepy wind H=%40 W=-%40 

Fractal tail rice H=%40 W=-%40 

The components of the African Balinese tree H=%40 W=-%40 

The root of the gonbe H=%40 W=-%40 

Grassy H=%40 W=-%40 

Fresh fruit juice H=%40 W=-%40 

Sea water rock or mineral H=%40 W=-%40 

Heart of the chicken parts of the animal H=%40 W=-%40 

Sheep Hearts Animal Components H=%40 W=-%40 

Deer hearts animal parts H=%40 W=-%40 

Buffalo meat H=%40 W=-%40 

Meat cattle H=%40 W=-%40 

Bovine animals H=%40 W=-%40 

Gusts of shellfish killed H=%40 W=-%40 

The camel’s heart is an animal’s part H=%40 W=-%40 

Urine camel animal parts H=%40 W=-%40 

Meat of animal components H=%40 W=-%40 

Khorrameh’s skin was killed H=%40 W=-%40 

Turkey meat ingredients H=%40 W=-%40 

The honey is the animal parts H=%40 W=-%40 

Heart of deer animal components H=%40 W=-%40 

Grain Egg Animal Components H=%40 W=-%40 

Gauth Coffee H=%40 W=-%20 

Fresh Walnut Brain H=%40 W=-%20 

Camel Camel Animal Component H=%40 W=-%20 

Rooster Animals H=%40 W=-%20 

Egg yolk animal components H=%40 W=%20 

Zebra Milk Animal Component H=%40 W=%20 

Milk Horses Animal Component H=%40 W=%20 

Jasmine oil H=%40 W=%40 

The fruit of the tree is half H=%40 W=%40 

Coconut juice H=%40 W=%40 

The new leaves of Bazaar H=%40 W=%40 

Sesame seeds H=%40 W=%40 

Flaxseed oil H=%40 W=%40 

Kidney and bladder and stomach cream H=%40 W=%40 

Sweet pepper eggs H=%40 W=%40 

Fresh christening H=%40 W=%40 

The cranberries of the stomach H=%40 W=%40 

Honey palm palm H=%40 W=%40 

Tears the spleen H=%40 W=%40 

Sugar beet H=%40 W=%40 

Ginkgo H=%40 W=%40 

Indian almonds H=%40 W=%40 

Sweet almond kernel brain H=%40 W=%40 

Grapes have arrived H=%40 W=%40 

Gold Stone or Mineral H=%40 W=%40 

Chicken Breasts Animal Components H=%40 W=%40 Chicken Liv-
er Animal Component H=%40 W=%40 

Liver liver, animal components H=%40 W=%40 

Animal milk sheep H=%40 W=%40 

Liver liver liver animal components H=%40 W=%40 

Goat Liver Animal Component H=%40 W=%40, Liver Liver 
Camel Compound H=%40 W=%40 

Red worm on the dirt soil H=%40 W=%40, Animal domestic 
cattle H=%40 W=%40 

Animal Goat Livestock H=%40 W=%40, Goat milk. Animal com-
ponents H=%40 W=%40 

Duck liver liver H=%40 W=%40, Liver liver deer animal compo-
nents H=%40 W=%40 

Shorthand H=%40 W=%60, Jerusalem artichoke or sour pota-
toes H=%40 W=%60 
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Fresh wheat H=%40 W=%60, Apricot H=%40 W=%60, Bloody 
Melon Seeds H=%40 W=%60 

White lupine H=%40 W=%60, Eyebrows and teeth H=%40 
W=%60, Grape juice H=%40 W=%60 

Fresh liver liver H=%40 W=%60, Top cat six months animal 
parts H=%40 W=%60 

Chestnut H=%20 W=-%40, Dead Sea Snail Animal Components 
H=%20 W=-%20 

Venom is a stone or mineral H=%20 W=-%60, Chicken Cat Ani-
mals H=%20 W=%20 

Cattle Milk Animal Component H=%20 W=%20, Flower case 
H=-%20 W=-%60, Henna H=-%20 W=-%60, Indian Sweeteners or 
Indian Stamps H=-%20 W=-%60,

Leaves and roots of the case H=-%20 W=-%40, Cold and dry 
plants H=-%20 W=-%40, Helilie Kaboli H=-%20 W=-%40 

Blueberries or blueberries H=-%20 W=-%40, Cooler plants and 
more H=-%20 W=%40 

Olive is not gone H=-%40 W=-%80, Turquoise stone or mineral 
H=-%40 W=-%80, 

Rock or mineral soil H=-%40 W=-%80, Millet H=-%40 W=-%60, 
The fruit is beside the plain H=-%40 W=-%60 

Sorrel H=-%40 W=-%60, Crank H=-%40 W=-%60, Anode H=-
%40 W=-%60 

Fruit to sour H=-%40 W=-%60, Yellow helielle H=-%40 W=-
%60, Black helix H=-%40 W=-%60 

Leaves half H=-%40 W=-%60, Mohammadi flower H=-%40 W=-
%60, Mazo H=-%40 W=-%60 

Oak H=-%40 W=-%60, Grace H=-%40 W=-%60 

Tomato is a rock or mineral H=-%40 W=-%60, Blueberry Eggs 
H=-%40 W=-%40, Sugarcane H=-%40 W=-%40 

Leaf Mehrgah H=-%40 W=-%40, Waxy H=-%40 W=-%40, Pear 
tree leaves and flowers H=-%40 W=-%40 

Willow leaves H=-%40 W=-%40, Amulet H=-%40 W=-%40, Es-
rolla H=-%40 W=-%40 

Oak Tree Components H=-%40 W=-%40, Soft pods H=-%40 
W=-%40, Sweet almond tree flower H=-%40 W=-%40 

Grapes Gust H=-%40 W=-%40 

Gourmet Pomegranate H=-%40 W=-%40, The fruit is dry H=-
%40 W=-%40, Garten flaxen H=-%40 W=-%40 

Cactus Sour Fruit H=-%40 W=-%40, Gustaw tree H=-%40 W=-
%40, Cranberry H=-%40 W=-%40 

Cherry H=-%40 W=-%40, The lentil brain H=-%40 W=-%40, 
Potato H=-%40 W=-%40 

Apple tree component H=-%40 W=-%40, Hemp Seeds H=-%40 
W=-%40, Corn H=-%40 W=-%40 

Silver stone or mineral H=-%40 W=-%40, Talc rock or mineral 
H=-%40 W=-%40 

Goose Thin Eggs Animal Component H=-%40 W=-%40, Blubber 
Sheep Blubber H=-%40 W=-%40 

Ivory Elemental Animal H=-%40 W=-%40, Guster Oyster Ani-
mal Parts H=-%40 W=-%40 

Leeches animal parts H=-%40 W=-%40, Khorramyeh skin ani-
mal parts H=-%40 W=-%40 

All grains of goats H=-%40 W=-%40, Barley starch H=-%40 
W=-%20, Cucumber seed H=-%40 W=0 

tangerine H=-%40 W=%40, Plant nuts if we heat H=-%40 
W=%40, Mohammadi flower oil H=-%40 W=%40 

Rose of the brain and heart H=-%40 W=%40, Sour Pears H=-
%40 W=%40, Take the fruit away H=-%40 W=%40 

Crawled H=-%40 W=%40, Pumpkin Oil H=-%40 W=%40, Chic-
ory H=-%40 W=%40 

Lace or curtain H=-%40 W=%40, White poppy extract H=-%40 
W=%40 

Forest Plum H=-%40 W=%40, Endometriosis or stomach ulcers 
H=-%40 W=%40, Goner intestine H=-%40 W=%40 

Leafy leaf H=-%40 W=%40, Strawberries H=-%40 W=%40, 
Willow fruit H=-%40 W=%40 
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Olive oil H=-%40 W=%40, Violet oil H=-%40 W=%40, Spoon or 
spoonful water H=-%40 W=%40 

Fresh bean H=-%40 W=%40, Bummy H=-%40 W=%40, Spleen 
Spinach Spot H=-%40 W=%40 

No plum H=-%40 W=%40, Freshwater of rock or mineral H=-
%40 W=%40, Animal Sheep H=-%40 W=%40 

The deer of the animal parts H=-%40 W=%40, The camel’s 
brain is the animal’s part H=-%40 W=%40 

The Goat Brain The Animal Component H=-%40 W=%40 The 
brain of the deer is an animal component H=-%40 W=%40 

Plum bukhara H=-%40 W=%60 plum H=-%40 W=%60, Sliced 
peanuts H=-%40 W=%60, Violets H=-%40 W=%60, 

No melon gone H=-%40 W=%60, Fish of animal components 
H=-%40 W=%60, Ballet H=-%40 W=-%60 

Joe H=-%40 W=-%40, Starch H=-%40 W=-%40, Dandelion H=-
%40 W=-%40, Paste to sour H=-%40 W=-%40 

Mushroom Brains H=-%40 W=-%20, Chicory’s fresh leaves H=-
%40 W=%40 

Eggs and roots of plantain H=-%40 W=-%60 Horse’s tail H=-
%40 W=-%60 pomegranate flower H=-%40 W=-%40 

Sour Cherry H=-%40 W=-%40, Lettuce H=-%40 W=%40, Spleen 
watermelon H=-%40 W=%60 

Gum gruel H=-%60 W=-%100, Magnesium ion H=-%60 W=-
%100, Gemstone or mineral H=-%60 W=-%80 

Crane H=-%60 W=-%80, Rubbish H=-%60 W=-%80, Red san-
dals H=-%60 W=-%80 

Kozmanag Ghaz Shahi H=-%60 W=-%80, Elm root H=-%60 W=-
%80, Rock mass or mineral H=-%60 W=-%80 

Emulsion of rock or mineral H=-%60 W=-%80, Cattle Horns 
Animal Components H=-%60 W=-%80 

Fruit Nastaran H=-%60 W=-%60, Glam H=-%60 W=-%60 

Leaves and flowers and elm fruits H=-%60 W=-%60 All compo-
nents of the Mongolian H=-%60 W=-%60 

Acacia Nebula H=-%60 W=-%60, Yellow horned lagoon H=-
%60 W=-%60, Loll or Laura H=-%60 W=-%60 

Sour apple H=-%60 W=-%60, Apple vinegar H=-%60 W=-%60, 
Betel H=-%60 W=-%60 

Chicory seeds H=-%60 W=-%60, Coffee brain H=-%60 W=-
%60, Lettuce seeds H=-%60 W=-%60 

Coriander seeds H=-%60 W=-%60, Coriander H=-%60 W=-
%60, Kinken H=-%60 W=-%60 

Ginger H=-%60 W=-%60 Leafy leaf H=-%60 W=-60, grape seed 
H=-%60 W=-%60 Rhys H=-%60 W=-60,

Raspberries H=-%60 W=-%60, Stone Quartz Stone or Mineral 
H=-%60 W=-%60 

Egg white animal components H=-%60 W=-%60, Coral animal 
components H=-%60 W=-%60 

Pearl animal components H=-%60 W=-%60, Sea snail of hard 
skin of animal components H=-%60 W=-%60 sweet lemon H=-
%60 W=%40, Pumpkin Seed Brain H=-%60 W=%40, Counter H=-
%60 W=%40 

White poppy seeds H=-%60 W=%40, Pomegranate liver H=-
%60 W=%40 Spinach H=-%60 W=%40 watermelon seed H=-%60 
W=%60, Peach H=-%60 W=%60, Blubber bladder bladder H=-
%60 W=%60, Fruit Tart H=-%60 W=%60 

Pumpkin H=-%60 W=%60, Apricot H=-%60 W=%60, Caught up 
H=-%60 W=%60 

Yellow plum H=-%60 W=%60, Pineapple H=-%60 W=%60, 
Sweet sweetheart H=-%60 W=%60 

Pszhezheh or Asghosh H=-%60 W=%60, Fruit seeds to or into 
seeds H=-%60 W=%60 

Lead of rock or mineral H=-%60 W=%60, Cattle Goner Animal 
Component H=-%60 W=%60 

Duck Bull Animal Components H=-%60 W=%60, Crab Burned 
Animals H=-%60 W=%60 

Mercury Stone or Mineral H=-%60 W=%80, Animal Ass H=-
%60 W=%80, Ojen or Jumoun H=-%60 W=-%80 
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The fruit of the sour planet H=-%60 W=-%60, Yeast of rock or 
mineral H=-%60 W=-%60 

Always spring H=-%60 W=-%40, Orange fruit meat H=-%60 
W=-%40, Hawthorn H=-%60 W=-%40 

Ashley H=-%60 W=-%40, Cucumber seed cranberry H=-%60 
W=%80 

Lead-acid oxide of rock or mineral H=-%60 W=-%60, Killer 
killer H=-%80 W=-%80 

Mobisak H=-%80 W=-%80, Scarlet Scarlet H=-%80 W=-%80, 
Blatant H=-%80 W=-%80 

Mehrgah H=-%80 W=-%80, Red bang H=-%80 W=-%80, Leaf 
tree H=-%80 W=-%80 

Hindi core or Indian stamp core H=-%80 W=-%80, Opium pop-
py white H=-%80 W=-%80 

Blood siphon H=-%80 W=-%80, Barberry H=-%80 W=-%80, 
Mountain torrents H=-%80 W=-%80 

Tin of rock or mineral H=-%80 W=-%80, Gypsum or mineral 
H=-%80 W=-%80

Rocks or rocks H=-%80 W=-%80, Scorpion Animal Oil H=-%80 
W=-%80, White sandals H=-%80 W=-%60 

Gout of black poppy fruit H=-%80 W=-%60, Flower wings H=-
%80 W=%40, Purple H=-%80 W=%60 

Camphor H=-%80 W=-%80, Flowers and the brain and the core 
of mango H=-%80 W=-%80 

Black bang H=-%80 W=-%80, Tattoo H=-%80 W=-%80, Zaban 
H=-%100 W=-%100 

Fruit and gosht plantain H=-%100 W=-%100, Opium black pop-
py H=-%100 W=-%100 

Diamond Stone or Mineral H=-%100 W=-%100, Shokaran or Si-
kran H=-%100 W=-%80 

So here the person who is sick suppose has DH=-60%, to cure 
him we need the nutrition with NH=+60%, such that DH+NH be-
comes zero. 

Such as Olive tree leaves NH=%60, Fresh fence NH=%60, Fijn 
Fresh NH=%60, Round Zarand NH=%60, Aryan fruit NH=%60

Any of these are useful to cure him. But more explanation re-
quired due to location of diseases.

Conclusion

In this research, the main aim is to develop a new method to pre-
dict NTVs to be created and try to stop blood clot not by decreasing 
immune system and to develop a new method to overcome new 
virus attack very cheap available everywhere and more healthy, 
just by nutrition. To prevent viruses enter the lung at the beginning 
we use the cigarettes of Olive Leaf then later on if the viruses enter 
the body due to body defenses against the viruses by antibodies 
and the blood clot take place we use leech therapy to increase the 
body immune system and decrease the blood clot at the same time 
we use Olive Leaf tea to increase body immune system more than 
before, decrease the blood clot, prevent the fusion of viruses in the 
cells and do not let the viruses transfer among the cells. Also In 
this research, the main aim is to develop a new and easy method 
to relive stem cells to make healthy and useful long life for human.

Figure 3
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